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See what I did there? I really can't get anything past

you guys - that's why you're my favorite. So, hi!

Welcome to May. Can you even believe it? Finn can -

and he's in love with this time of year as he lives his

best life in that doorway any chance he can. In one

sense I'm ready, and in another I want to crawl in a

hole as I have to think about what I'm going to do

all summer with these three humans that depend

on me for their survival. I digress. I love this picture

of Finn. It was taken the other day while I was

mowing the lawn. The reason I love it is that this

picture shows both an open door and a closed gate.

Although he's probably sitting there because the

shade feels better than the sun, when I look at it I

love that it looks like he's choosing to sit in the good

(an open door) rather than focus on the frustration

(the gate). Have you ever thought about how you

make decisions? What drives your next steps in life?

Do you make decisions with fear leading the way or

do you make decisions with opportunity leading the

way? Like when you're playing a game of cards or

tic-tak-toe...do you play with an offensive mindset or

a defensive mindset? Do you play to win or do you

play to prevent the other team from winning? See

the difference there? Hindsight is ALWAYS 20/20...so

annoying...but what I'm working on is rather than

making decisions because I'm fearful of an unknown

outcome, I'm trying to make decisions with a hope

and presumption of a wonderful outcome. I want to

chase a dream rather than run from a (potential)

nightmare. I want to live like Finn...focusing on the

door that's open and not fearful of the gate ahead.

Whether it's in real estate or just real life....Join me?

MAY I...PROPOSE A NEW
WAY OF THINKING?
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If you ’re in the market for buying a house then

you ’re likely aware that interest rates have been on

the rise in 2022 . With the cost of borrowing proving

to be higher this year , many new homeowner ’s are

considering options for an adjustable rate

mortgage . An adjustable-rate mortgage , or ARM , is

a mortgage that has an initial fixed period (often 5 ,

7 or 10 years) followed by the remainder of the life

of the loan over which the interest rate adjusts at a

pre-arranged frequency (most commonly every year

following the fixed rate period). The rate

adjustment could be an increase or decrease from

the previous fixed rate depending on overall market

conditions and the benchmark your ARM is tied to

(this could be one of the various indexes such as

the Secured Overnight Financing Rate or London

Interbank Offered Rate , etc .) 

Why would someone choose to have an interest rate

that can change over time? The primary benefit is

that the initial rates on your ARM is going to be

significantly lower than your standard 30 year fixed

loan . A 5 year ARM by current standards would

likely lower your rate by somewhere in the range of

0 .75%. On a $350 ,000 loan that would equate to

over $150 / month or just under $10 ,000 over the

course of a 5 year period . While most mortgage

borrowers finance their home purchases with a 30

year fixed rate , statistics show that on average

mortgage lifespans are well under 10 years with

many borrowers refinancing or moving within that

time frame . 

While the savings can obviously be significant ,

ARMs are complex financing products that can have

complicated rules , fees and structures and are

generally higher risk for borrowers . If you ’re

considering options for financing a home purchase

be sure to talk with your lender about the specifics

for their ARM offerings so you can fully understand

your options !

FIXED VS. ADJUSTABLE
RATES MORTGAGES
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Home of the Week! Check out this beauty Coming Soon in
Woodland Pond! With over 3700 sq. ft and over 1 acre of land,
this home offers the most gorgeous of living spaces inside and
out. She will be active on 5/18 with showings to start 5/20! Reach
out for details!

COMING SOON

Melissa S - 5/2
April F - 5/2

Laura K - 5/6
Lisa N - 5/6
Jane H - 5/6

Michelle S - 5/7
Aimee L - 5/8

Mother's Day - 5/8
Alex S - 5/9

Wade A - 5/9
Linsley L - 5/11

Tori O - 5/11
Elizabeth M - 5/12

Megan R - 5/13
Drew D - 5/13

 

 
 

Stephen H - 5/14
Catherine G - 5/15

Norm Y - 5/15
Jeff D - 5/17

Tram N - 5/18
Shannon M - 5/21

Doyle D - 5/21
Curtis N - 5/22
Jordan A - 5/23
Kelly R - 5/24
Su D - 5/28

Ryan F - 5/28
Travis R - 5/30
Will M - 5/31
Josh N - 5/31

 
 

by Tim Phillips, George Mason Mortgage



Afterglow Coffee Cooperative is a fully worker-owned and operated coffee roaster and cafe . Our

cooperative operates without bosses or hierarchy , relying instead on a well developed horizontal structure .

Decisions are made through a consensus building process in which each participant has an equal voice .

This collaborative environment creates an empowering and healthy workplace while also strengthening

the business itself . Although we are not a nonprofit , we are committed to resource redistribution and

mutual aid , and we will reinvest as much as we can into the community once we are able to sustain our

labor at a livable wage .

Why a cooperative business style? We believe that another world is possible . One in which wealth and

resources are equitably distributed , where everyone has not only their basic needs met , but where we can

all thrive and explore our desires and potentials . We want to live in a world where kindness , trust , and

accountability are the norm .

Afterglow Coffee Cooperative
by Aimee Maki, Owner & C0-Founder of Afterglow Coffee Cooperative
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How might we begin to accomplish these goals?

First and foremost , we support our community by

donating our time and money to the grassroots

organizations who make a significant impact in

people ’s everyday lives . We also purchase coffees

that are not only transparently sourced , but where

the metrics for sustainability (for all members of the

supply chain such as farmers , pickers , drivers , as

well as the environment) are clearly defined and

met .

All five owners are former employees of Lamplighter

Coffee Roasters and could not be more grateful to

them for being open to our proposal to buy the

business and turn it into a cooperative . We are

currently located at 1719 Summit Ave , where we

serve our coffee in the cafe up front and roast and 

package whole bean coffee for our wholesale clients in the back . Find out more about us by stopping the

cafe Friday thru Monday 7am-1pm or visiting our website at www .afterglowcoffee .com .

From This to That (SPOILER ALERT)
\ May should be National Hallway

Awareness Month. I mean really, as the
weather warms up, the rains start to
come, finding ways to keep our bags and
rain coats and umbrellas in an orderly
fashion becomes imperative. I cannot
WAIT to show off this easy yet
unbelievably helpful hall transformation
that my friends did to create a LITTLE
more organization in their lives in LESS
than a full days worth of work!



You may be asking yourself , “Why would I need to

stage my house in this market? When people are

lining up to buy most houses…” Well that ’s exactly

why all the activities involved in staging are so

important ! With the opportunity to make the most of

the demand , why leave money “on the table” when

staging your home to sell is documented to bring

MORE MONEY? From the curb appeal , to the back

yard amenities , it ’s important to show off every

attribute your property has to offer ! Proper staging

involves looking at the condition , cleanliness , design

choices and more . These efforts can make the

difference in a property getting multiple offers or

lingering in the market ! So put your best foot

forward and bring on the Jenny Brock Team and we

will be happy to help stage your home to sell !

DEC·O·RATE
by Tammy Wilkerson with Designed 2 Sell 

HOME IMPROVEMENT
by Tim the Toolman Taylor - also known as Scott Wharton,

House Master

So happy for our BUYER who was able to snag this beauty in the
heart of Rockett's Landing. You haven't seen views until you
have seen the from this living room with surround windows!! Way
to be patient and persistent in this difficult market! We are so
THRILLED to say WELCOME HOME soon!!!

UNDER CONTRACT
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Give your patio or deck a powerwash

Check grout in the kitchen , bathrooms , etc . --

repair as needed

Inspect plumbing for leaks , clean aerators on

faucets Inspect and possibly change out HVAC

filters

Clean kitchen sink disposal Clean range hood

filters

Inspect your fire extinguisher(s)

Test carbon monoxide and smoke detectors

Run water and flush toilets in unused spaces

Spring is here and that means warmer

temperatures , the start of outdoor grilling , and

more time outside in the yard . While you are

gearing up for summertime plans , it ’s important to

keep in mind certain challenges and needed

alterations that it brings . Is your patio or deck

looking a bit dingy and dirty? Give it a powerwash

and get it sparkling clean . For inside your home ,

make sure that all smoke and carbon monoxide

detectors are working and ready to alert you about

anything from a gas leak to extra crispy cookies

that were left in the oven for too long .

Here's your full May checklist:

I love going back and finding these treasures in my phone.
Here is my youngest one rocking his absolute best Napolean
Dynamite impersonation.
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" I T ' S  A B O U T  Y O U "

To All My Buyers in the House: To All My Sellers in the House:

It's About You!

Until next month, friends 

bill
travers

 

 

jen
travers

 

 
bill@jennybrockrealty.com

+1 804 536 8032

jen@jennybrockrealty.com

+1 804 833 1951
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Family meeting . . .again . UGH . . .MOOOOOMMMMM .  I know , I get it . But let 's be honest , you know you

read both these columns anyway , so we might as well combine them - especially when the data

applies to both you buyers and sellers . For those buying AND selling - you 're welcome . I just gave

you 2 minutes back of your day :).  Okay , so I pulled some data from the MLS to show you the

seasonality of the market . We all know the market remains in favor of our sellers , but if you wonder

"when exactly is the BEST time in the year to sell? When is the BEST time in the year to buy?" then I

have some data to help . This graph shows the percentage of sold price to list price by month in

2021 and how it 's looking thus far in 2022 . REMEMBER that there is a delay between when

contracts are accepted and when a home closes . This delay is typically 30-45 days on average . So if

you see the peak of sales price to list price in May/June for example , those homes were generally

listed for sale and contracts on them pending in April or May . For those counting . . .that 's now ! To my

sellers , if you 're on the fence or don 't know when/how to pull the trigger - hope this data helps . Call

Bill , Jen , or myself and we can help you get your home ready to take advantage of the strongest

damand in May :). To my buyers , if you can wait until later in the summer to start looking , we may

be able to take advantage of a drop in demand to get YOU more favorable terms on your contract !


